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In the dramatic finale of #1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brownâ€™s popular Texas!

trilogy, the headstrong youngest daughter of the Tyler family finally steps out of the shadows cast by

her two older brothers. But forging her own path will take every ounce of savvy in Sage Tylerâ€™s

possession.Â The youngest heir to her familyâ€™s oil fortune, Sage has always been the unbridled

spitfire in the Tyler clan. Now, fresh out of college, sheâ€™s looking to settle down at last with her

safe, upper-crust fiancÃ©. Then into her life saunters Harlan Boyd, a rootless drifter recently hired

for a Tyler Drilling Company project. Harlanâ€™s just the sort of man Sage should avoid, but

thereâ€™s something irresistible about the laconic cowboy that intrigues her. When a financial crisis

threatens to wreck Tyler Drilling for good, Sage and Harlan must channel their simmering chemistry

into the task of saving the family business. But can she trust a man who shares her maverick

spiritâ€”and harbors long-held secrets of his own?From the Paperback edition.
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There was a time when I sneered at Romance novels, although I had never read one. Then one

dark and stormy night, alone in an Outer Banks beach house, I picked up a well-tattered paperback

of Sandra Brown's "Sage," and I simply devoured it.Although I didn't know it at the time, "Sage" is

Book Three of Brown's Texas! trilogy, but I'm glad I read it first. The story opens as spoiled,

beautiful and headstrong Sage Tyler is dumped by her mama's-boy fiance. Pouting out on the porch

of the fiance's mansion, she looks up to find tall, gorgeous, cowboy Harlan Boyd, who has been

sent by the Tylers to fetch her home. The sparks fly, and the action begins.The sexual tension



between Harlan and Sage expresses itself in outward animosity, and the sparring between the two

forms a humerous backdrop to the rest of the story, which involves Sage's two protective brothers,

Lucky and Chase, their wives, Mama Tyler and her Sheriff boyfriend, and a threat to the family

business. Like all Brown stories, this one is well plotted, believable, and very, very sexy.The

inevitable and explosive meeting of Sage and Harlan, which begins with a furious and physical fight,

and ends with the steamiest love scene I've read in quite a while, will have you fanning yourself. But

naturally, the course of true love is never smooth, and with two strong-minded, stubborn, ornery

Texans like Sage and Harlan, it gets so bumpy that the reader wonders if this is one romance that

will not have a happy ending. I won't give it away. But I will say that for pure, luscious escapism and

a really good story, this book remains in my top ten of all time.

In "Texas Sage" this young, fresh from college girl is about to get the surprise of her life expecting

an engagement ring from her fiancÃ© but only to get the boot. As if that wasn't bad enough this

weird annoying guy named Harlan overheard everything and won't let her live it down. Taking her

back home she finds out that her family business is in deep trouble, so trying not to let her older

brothers Chase and Lucky find out about her ex she has to watch Harlan and make him not tell, but

she starts to get this attraction to him. Harlan finds Sage this selfish little brat that is the most

beautiful thing he has ever seen, but why would she want someone who just moves around when

she could settle down with someone rich. Now when her families business is about to close Harlan

and her must travel across Texas in order to get some business and save the Tyler business, but

also they have to come to terms with their feelings before its to late. While traveling Harlan sees

some people he never wanted to see again and must come to terms with his past if he is to help

Sage and her family but most importantly himself. In it a lot of people find love or already have it,

love is the main thing that Sage wants and tries to get whether it's from her family or Harlan.

Powerful, emotional and very good this book "Texas Sage" is the book for you if romance and

adventure is what you're after. I recommend it highly but caution also because it has a lot of kissing

and bed scenes so not for anyone little.

Characters a good storyline wonderful author is amazing the whole saga of Sandra Brown's Texas

with Sage Chase and Lucy are all great stories . Great story line with romance and characters with

action to keep you reading . Also great sex scenes !!!

It is Christmas Eve in Houston, Texas. Sage Tyler is eagerly expecting an engagement ring from



her boyfriend. Instead, the wimpy zit doctor (as her brothers like to call him) breaks the news to her.

Before she even has the chance to say Merry Christmas, she finds herself jilted. To make matters

worse, Tyler Drilling's new employee is witness to her humiliation. With her sister in law due to give

birth any minute, Harlan Boyd has been sent by Lucky Tyler to fetch Sage. While her humiliation is

bad enough, Sage finds herself infuriated by Harlan's teasing and easy-going manner. But while the

two starts off in a rather shaky ground, neither can deny the sexual attraction that sizzles deep

within. And there begins the problem...Wow! What a way to conclude the Tyler saga. Sage is

exactly as delightful, headstrong and (at times) annoying as I thought her to be from the first two

books. I absolutely enjoyed the animosity between her and Harlan. The verbal spat, constant

teasing and sizzling sexual chemistry were just fun to read. It was also good to find out more about

Sage--her hidden insecurities and secret dreams add seriousness to her character. As for Harlan,

well what a sexy cowboy! Sage never had a chance with that man! He is absolutely gorgeous and

sexy just as Mama Tyler describes him. What's more, the guy is intelligent and possesses a good

head for business.TEXAS! SAGE is without a doubt the best in the series. There are plenty of

laughs to be had; sexual tension to make the page sizzle and you will just adore seeing the whole

Tyler clan together, especially Lucky with his warped sense of humor. Wait until you read his story

telling in the end. Even the secondary romance between Laurie (Mama Tyler) and Sheriff Pat add to

the fun. Although the unexpected twist toward the end is rather formulaic, I thought it was a great

way to end the story and the trilogy.Simply a perfect ending to the Texas! Saga.
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